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SUMMARY
This paper identifies and describes the issues associated with the validation of survivability validation (SV) protocols. An SV protocol is a predefined, ordered set of tools and procedures that must be applied to a specific object to validate, with a measurable statistical confidence, the capability to perform a specified mission function in a defined environment resulting from a specified threat class. Application of the protocol to the specific object produces a documented collection of data establishing auditable traceability through the system survivability validation process.
A set of survivability validation protocols required to assure the specified performance of the system for its validated threat is referred to as a survivability regimen. The survivability regimen would be defined in the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) by the Program Management Office and approved by the acquisition authority at Milestone 1.
Survivability validation protocols will consist of a specified collection of analyses, simulations, tests, and techniques that should be followed by the program manager for system components at various levels of integration to validate survivability. The question is whether each SV protocol itself is valid. That is, does following the protoco! result in a system with the a..'vertised degree of survivability?
This paper discusses two distinct approaches to protocol validation: empirical and analytical. In the first, systems whose survivability has been demonstrated by following the SV protocol are tested in "realistic" environments, and their su vivability is experimentally demonstrated. With a statistically significant number of successful demonstrations, the protocol may be considered validated. In the second approach, the SV protocol is broken into its component parts and analyzed to determine if it is soundly based, with selected testing being identified and performed to validate the tools. Thus, in this context, the application of the term "analytical" to a type of protocol validation certainly does not preclude the use of testing.
Also described in this paper is the use of hybrid simulations (involving combinations of hardware-in-the-loop, man-in-the-loop, scene generators, and software simulators) for the validation of SV protocols. Validation issues associated with analyses, simulations, "approved" techniques, and tests are discussed. Related political issues are also addressed.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of survivability validation (SV) protocols focuses on the establishment of specific, pre-approved means by which a program manager can demonstrate system survivability. He knows a priori that the successful accomplishment of the appropriate protocols will be accepted as proof by the acquisition authority that his system is survivable. The key to this approach is that the protocols themselves have been accepted by the decision makers as valid.
A survivability validation protocol is a predefined, ordered set of tools and procedures that must be applied to a specific object to validate, with a measurable statistical confidence, the capability to perform a specified mission function in a defined environment resulting from a specified threat class. Application of the protocol to the specific object produces a documented collection of data establishing auditable traceability through the system survivability validation process.
We distinguish between generic SV protocols and System Program Office (SPO)-adapted SV protocols. Generic SV protocols are developed and written in general terms in order to be applicable to, and validated for, more than one system. A SPOadapted SV protocol, on the other hand, uses the appropriate generic SV protocol as its basis, but is tailored for the specific system for which the SPO is responsible.
Survivability validation protocols are tools to be used and steps that should be followed by the program manager for system components at various levels of inte ration to validate survivability. The question is whether each SV protocol itself is valid. That is, does following the protocol really constitute a valid demonstration that the system is survivable with the advertised degree of survivability?
In this paper, we consider various levels of integration, from the highest level of integration, a "system of systems" (SOS), down to the lowest levels (e.g., piece parts and materials). Examples of complex, interdependent SOSs include Global Protection Against Limited Strikes (GPALS), Theater Missile Defense (TMD), and the Trident Submarine fleet. The terms used for the various levels of integration in this report are indicated in Table 1-1.
THE MEANING OF PROTOCOL VALIDATION.
Generic survivability validation protocols consist of a specified collection of analyses, simulations, tests, and techniques (e.g., approved or validated hardening techniques) that will be adapted by the program manager to his particular system. How can it be determined, however, whether a particular survivability validation protocol is itself valid?
Validating a survivability validation protocol means verifying or demonstrating that if a system successfully undergoes that survivability validation protocol it will be A related issue is the impact on confidence in survivability if the protocol is followed to some limited degree or only to some partial extent. This will sometimes be attractive or even necessary because of budgetary or time constraints. Also, it does not necessarily follow that the use of a validated generic SV protocol to formulate a SPO-ad apted SV protocol guarantees that the latter is valid, or that it affords the same degree of confidence in survivability. This also raises the issue of whether the SPO-adapted SV protocol requires a complete reassessment of its validity; it is possible that the validation, and the resulting impact on confidence, can be assessed analytically.
Another relevant issue is political: how does one convince the decision makers that following the SV protocols really does result in a system that is survivable, with a known level of confidence, to the given threat.
ANALYTICAL VS EMPIRICAL VALIDATION.
Two distinct types of protocol validation procedures can be identified:
(1) An external, empirical, kind of demonstration or validation process, where existing systems and existing protocols are involved, and (2) An analytical and indirect method, where the tools and their prescribed applications that comprise the protocol are examined and analyzed. This would involve using existing applicable databases and the results of selected additional tests examining specific issues that analysis shows are uncertain and in need of validation.
in the empirical app. uach, systems to which the protocol has been applied are tested in "realistic" environments and their survivability is experimentally, or empirically, demonstrated. After sufficiently large numbers of such successful demonstrations, the protocol may be consideredvalidated. In the analytical approach, the protocol is analy7'xi and scrutinized in the light of known and accepted physics and engineArnng principles to determine if the protocol is soundly based (and hence "valid. Th)e term "anal tical" refers to the fact that the protocol is analyzed in terms of its .omponents. in t~is context, it does not mean that there if.
no testing involved; on the contrary, part of the procedure would be to determine where testing is needed to clarify, validate, or improve tools, and applications of tools, that comprise the SV protocol.
A puely empirical approach with a real test environment is not possible or practical at the highest levels of integration. It is not possible to demorstrate survivability of an SOS in a real nuclear environment even once, let alone the statistically significant number of times that would be required for empirical protocol validation. Hence demonstrating survivability empirically at the highest level of integration would involve simulation, in some mix of purely computer-based simulation and hybrid simulation (a simulation involving a combination of hardware-in-theloop, man-in-the-loop, scene generators, and software simulations). To the extent that this validation process is done solely with computer simulation and analysis, we may consider the validation process to be essentially an analytic one. To the extent that hybrid simulations are used for validation, the approach may be considered partly empirical and partly analytical.
Hence, analytical validation will certainly be an important part of protocol validation at the higher levels of integration, where testing becomes impossible or impractical. It will also be a part of validation at all levels because tests have inherent limitations in fidelity and they are expensive and time consuming.
The analytical approach to protocol validation is to examine the protocol for logical consistency and for the rigor of the underlying physics. This latter aspect will involve determining what existing experimental data bears on and supports the engineering judgments and underlying physical assumptions inherent in the protocol. This analytic approach will utilize and apply results from tests that have already been conducted, in particular, results of tests involving lower levels of integration. It will also involve determining and performing additional tests necessary to remove or reduce uncertainties associated with ;he component tools of the protocol. Some other validation issues in the analytical approach are whether the various prescribed hardening techniques are based on a sound understanding of the physics of the relevant nuclear effects; whether the prescribed tests are adeuate to show survivability and to uncover any hidden vulnerabilities or hardening efects in design; whether the prescribed analyses are comprehensive and based on correct physics and engineering; and whether validation at lower levels of integration can be carried forward to higher levels of integration. Concerning this last point, just because all the lower levels of integration have validated SV protocols for a given set of environments does not mean that a protocol addressing the next higher levels of integration which incorporates the lower level protocols can be validated a priori. Due to potential synergisms, each protocol validation should be considered an independent event until analysis proves otherwise.
There is an important distinction that must be made when considering analytical protocol validation. We must distinguish between validating tools (e.g., test facilities, computer simulations, etc.) and validating the application of those tools as prescribed in protocols. That is, a tool may be valid for some applications and not others; hence the analytical approach would also ascertain whether the application of the tool in the context of a particular SV protocol is valid.
Analytical methods of protocol validation are commonly used in many contemporary technologies. There are precedents in technology for validation of protocols or procedures with many of the same limitations as in the case of survivability protocols for high levels of integration. One example is airline passenger evacuation procedures, where the procedures (protocols) are probably validated in a largely analytical manner or, where empirical, are probably hybrid simulations involving, as a minimum, real passengers and actual airplanes. A building evacuation procedure is a related example. This is an exercise or procedure whose purpose is part "readiness" and part validation (of a procedure, or protocol). In both of these examples, a real fire or any kind of a real hostile environment is not actually present when the procedure is validated.
Testing of autumobiles or airplanes in adverse environmental conditions furnishes more examples: protocols for ensuring that cars or planes will survive or function adequately in such adverse environments might afford many interesting parallels for validation of survivability protocols.
In general, other technologies, both "high-tech" and "low tech", prescribe many procedures and protocols for dealing with adverse conditions which are not directly empirically verifiable, but are considered valid on the basis of hybrid simulations and analysis.
HARDNESS, OPERABILITY, AND SURVIVABILITY PROTOCOLS.
For levels of integration below the system element platform (SEP) level, demonstrating survivability will have to mean something different than it does for SOS, SE, and SEP levels. This is because of the changed emphasis on mission survivability. In the past, there has been more concern over whether components and parts break, and hence survivability has tended to mean hardness to some threat level or to some generally accepted attainable hardening level. Increasingly, in the future, survivability will be achieved in many ways (redundancy, reconstitution, inherent tolerance, avoidance, etc.), with hardness providing just a part of a component's survivability. This type of survivability (functional survivability) will often be implemented at higher levels of integration, but in some cases it can be implemented at lower levels as well. Nevertheless, survivability at the lower levels of integration (element platform level and below) for environments where actual damage or upset is the potential concern will continue to be validated or demonstrated in terms of hardness to some specified threat (or range of threats). This is in part because specification of a threat in the form of a localized set of environment parameters is only practical at these levels of integration. This specification in fact flows down from engagement scenario simulations at the higher levels. As we argue below, for environments that pose noise or attenuation concerns, survivability will be implemented in terms of operability to some specified noise background or attenuation level. Hence an SV protocol at element platform and lower levels of integration will usually involve demonstrating hardness to or operability in a specified range of nuclear environments.
When considering survivability, a distinction must be drawn between damage or malfunction effects and signal-to-noise (S/N) effects. Examples of the former are device burnout or upset, while examples of the latter are infrared (IR) sensor redout and radio frequency (rf) sensor blackout. Traditionally, the respective "-itities" have been referred to as survivability and operability. it is our position that these all meld into mission, or functional, survivability given the emphasis on mission survivability of complex interdependent systems. In the past, operability tended to be a concern at higher levels of integration (SEP and higher), but increasingly there will be cases where it will have to be ensured, or implemented, at the lower levels as well. Examples would be an S/N specification for an rf processor in a radar, or for the signal processor in the case of an optical sensor. Hence there will be operability specifications, and corresponding operability protocols, at the lower levels of integration (specifically the subsystem and component levels).
SECTION 2 PROTOCOL VALIDATION ISSUES AT EACH LEVEL OF INTEGRATION
The protocols will tend to be different in character at the various levels of integration. For example, protocols will involve primarily simulation testing and analysis for lower levels, while higher levels will tend toward computer and/or hybrid simulation.
SOS LEVEL OF INTEGRATION.
For an SOS, SV protocols will involve extensive computer simulations with engagement codes, as was discussed at length in a previous white paper on simulation fidelityl. Physical testing of P.i SOS, in either aboveground tests (AGTs) or underground test (UGTs), will usually be impossible, due mainly to the fact that SOSs are comprised of system element platforms that in an actual engagement would be dispersed or widely separated spatially (in space, on the ground, in atmospheric flight, etc.). For this reason, validation of protocols will also have to involve the demonstration of survivability via simulation, although these simulations should involve hybrid simulations as well as purely software simulations. The analytical approach described in the previous section will be a very important part of protocol validation at this level. It would not be a good idea to rely on "empirical" validation through computer and hybrid simulations alone due to the many assumptions and simplifications that will necessarily be implicit in them to achieve manageable run times.
Protocols either do not exist or are not well established at this level of integration because such highly interdependent complex systems were not common in the past. A corollary to this is that SV protocol validation will probably tend to be more controversial and community agreement may be more difficult to attain than it will be at lower levels, where there is a greater applicable database and a more established past history, and where direct experimental validation is more easily done.
In summary, protocol validation will have to be based on a combination of simulation and analysis. The simulations will be mostly computer simulations but some hybrid simulations, where element platforms are simulated with combinations of software and hardware (with possible provisions for man-in-the-loop) would be desirable.
SE LEVEL OF INTEGRATION.
For the SE level of integration, the same considerations as at the SOS level of integration apply. The SE is generally spatially dispersed (as with a constellation of sateilites, for example), and hence tests are not practical. Again, hybrid and computer simulations will be the basis of an empirical approach to validation, with the analytical approach being used along with it to provide a higher degree of confidence in the validity of the protocol. For the SEP level of integration, survivability will be validated by demonstrating hardness or operability to a specified range of environments. (These specified environments flow down from the requirements definition process, engagement scenario studies, and simulations at the higher levels of integration.) Hence validating SV protocols at these lower levels will involve showing that the protocols produce systems that are hard or operable to some required level. At these levels of integration, physical tests (albeit with some simulation fidelity compromises) are possible in UGTs and/orAGTs. Hence proof tests, if done in statistically significant numbers, can provide confidence in protocols (and confidence at some point becomes "validation").
SV protocols, therefore, could in principle be validated in a purely empirical manner. However, the practical difficulties such as attaining a statistically significant number of demonstrations, the fact that some platforms are too large to be tested, and limitations and uncertainties involving simulation fidelity make it doubtful that the purely empirical approach alone will suffice. The analytical method will be the principal technique to validate protocols at this level.
SUBSYSTEM LEVEL OF INTEGRATION.
For the subsystem level of integration, the situation regarding validation is largely the same as at the SEP level, with the exception that it is more likely that test facilities will accommodate the size of the subsystem. There are still many cases where they will not, such as power subsystems having large solar panels.
COMPONENT LEVEL OF INTEGRATION.
Physical simulations (testing) will tend to be very important aspects of protocols at this level. Simulation fidelity and AGT/UGT/threat correlation will be validation issues here. Extrapolation to threat environments will be done via modeling and analysis. Hence validation of the effects codes used to extrapolate the test results is a protocol validation issue: is the underlying physics understood and is it being included with sufficient accuracy and fidelity to support the desired design margin?
At this level of integration, there will be a number of "approved techniques" for ensuring hardness, such as conformal coatings to minimize system-generated EMP (SGEMP) and x-ray shielding techniques, that may not require any testing or simulations as part of the SV protocol. Validation issues here include the validation of the use of the protocol tools and whether the approved technique is being properly applied in the context of the particular application. Another issue is whether the approval regarding the technique is really justified in view of current knowledge.
PIECE PARTS/MATERIALS.
Protocols tend to exist here, at least for established technologies. These existing SV protocols are heavily test oriented, although standard hardening procedures (such as use of hardened parts, rf shielding, and x-ray shielding) also comprise a large portion. As with the component level of integration, a validation question is whether these techniques are being properly applied in a particular context. Where testing is required, simulation fidelity issues are not as difficult as they tend to be at the higher levels of integration. This is partly because the exposure area requirements are more easily met, and partly because most transient radiation effects on electronics (TREE) do not depend as much on spectrum as do x-ray SGEMP effects. Accordingly, validation will not be as difficult.
SECTION 3
COMPUTER MODEL AND SIMULATION VALIDATION Common to many of the level-of-integration protocols is the use of computer models and simulations. Hence the validity of the protocols will depend heavily on validation of the codes. At the higher levels of integration, computer simulation tends toward engagement codes; at the lower levels it tends toward physics of nuclear effects.
When discussing validation of computer programs or software, it is conventional to make a distinction between "validation" and verification". Validation refers to how well the models fit the real world, and verification refers to assuring internal consistency (i.e., "debugging"of the code to produce correct and consistent output with respect to the input).
The issue of computer and analytic model validation is closely linked to validation of techniques (one of the tools within the protocol), since models and theories of nuclear effects are actually implicit in the hardening techniques (i.e., the "approved techniques"). An example is in the electronics hardening, where conformal coatings are applied to exposed metal surfaces to minimize box internal EMP (IEMP). The underlying model involves recognizing that box IEMP source terms are proportional to photo-Compton electron emission levels, which are in turn minimized if range-thick low atomic number coatings are present. This is in fact an example where the underlying physics and modeling are thought to be so well understood that validation by testing may not even be required, and there are many similar examples. In such cases, technique validation can be done in an analytical manner that draws on existing nuclear effects test data.
Existing test data includes the results of "phenomenology tests". This kind of test investigates an underlying physics effect. An example is the series of high fluence cable SGEMP tests conducted by the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) in the late 1970s and early 1980s. These kinds of tests serve as a basis for analysis to show, or validate, that a particular area of nuclear effects and hardening is understood. In these cases, computer models with quantifiable accuracy can be constructed and used as part of the protocol.
AGT/UGT correlation is related to the issue of validation of computer models. When it can be shown that the AGT and UGT correlate in a way that is understood via the computer (or analytic) model, the model is itself to some extent validated. There are validation issues that pertain to the use of the codes also. For example, in the area of nuclear weapons effects codes, what are the zoning requirements and what dimensionality is required? That is, will a one-dimensional run suffice or does the code have to be exercised in a three-dimensional version? In the case of either effects codes or system analysis codes, we must ask how many runs are required, what accuracy and fidelity is needed, and what output is required.
SECTION 4 TEST VALIDATION
The issue of test validation is closely related to both simulation fidelity and response correlation issues. Some of the tests within the SV protocol will be of the response matching type (e.g., current injection test, CIT) as discussed in the simulation fidelity paper 2 . It may require additional testing as part of the SV protocol validation process to show that these tests are valid. The same applies to AGT radiation tests, where it may be necessary to validate the test technique (due to simulation fidelity issues, it may not be clear a priori that the test is a valid test, for example).
Validation of protocols where testing is a part of theprotocol (primarily at the lower levels of integration) also involves the validation of test techniques. One aspect of this is the traditional "simulation fidelity" issue of how well a particular test facility represents or matches a real nuclear environment. However, there are many other issues as well: How many tests have to be done, how many pieces of system hardware have to be tested, what responses should be measured, how should they be measured, how does instrumenting the test affect the response, and so on.
In some cases, the system designer will be able to do only limited testing (because of limited budgets, for example). That is, he will choose to do only some of the testing within the SV protocol. Hence, a relevant validation issue is the effect of such testing reductions on the confidence in the hardness/survivability.
In some cases it may be reasonable to consider designs that afford validatable SV protocols. For example, the Department of Energy (DOE) is investigating the concept of making electronics boxes testable in existing x-ray facilities, which is essentially an approach where the design is tailored so that testing can be done with existing facilities that match responses (or that allow a high degree of correlation with threat responses).
AGT/UGT correlation is a relevant subject in this context. Since UGTs tend to represent a more realistic environment for most nuclear effects, the established degree of correlation between AGT and UGT bears on the issue of test validation.
Several prior or ongoing test related programs are relevant to protocol validation studies. One example is the series of STARSAT tests, which was a series of SGEMP tests (including both AGTs and UGTs) intended in part to show the validity of the standard practices generally followed for SGEMP hardening. Another example is the ongoing box IEMP AGT/UGT correlation work being done in DOE.
An important example of a hybrid simulation used to validate survivability is the Portable Radiation/Redout Testbed for Sensors (PORTS) test concept developed by the Strategic Defense Command (SDC) for IR sensors. The validation of this concept might serve as an interesting and illuminating example.
The issue of safety margins is a relevant validation issue. A \est may have low simulation fidelity, but if the design margin is big enough the validation is easier. In some cases this can result in an overdesigned system, however.
Inevitably a judgment factor comes into play in deciding whether a given test technique is applicable to a given protocol. It may be difficult to quantify the validity of a given test technique.
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SECTION 5 CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
Generic survivability validation protocols will consist of a specified collection of analyses, simulations, tests, and techniques that will be adapted by the pro ram manager to his particular system. The question is whether each SV protoco itself is valid. That is, does following the protocol result in a system with the advertised degree of survivability?
There are precedents in technology for validation of protocols with many of the same limitations as in the case of survivability protocols. We have argued that our technologies prescribe many procedures and protocols for dealing with adverse conditions and adverse environments which are not directly empirically verifiable, but are considered valid on the basis of hybrid simulations and analysis. There may be useful techniques for validation in those areas that can be applied to the present issue of SV protocol validation.
We believe that current SV protocols are ad hoc and piecemeal, and are not universally accepted. This situation needs to be corrected by the development of a methodical validation process (to be done in concert with the development of the protocols themselves).
To the extent possible, the SV protocols should incorporate military standards and other hardening procedures for which there is already community consensus. However, they should be reexamined in the light of recent experience, knowle*dge, and new threats.
We have pointed out that the concept of protocol validation is closely related to the idea of community acceptance: convincing the decision makers (SPOs, acquisition authority, etc.) that the protocols are valid and that they do their job in the most efficient and least costly manner possible. As far as validity is concerned, it is likely that the empirical approach outlined above is more convincing to these decision makers. AGT/UGTlthreat correlation is important in this context because it helps to establish the connection and correlation between AGTs and UGTs that are used in the SV protocol and threat.
We have also identified two issues that will arise when a SPO-adapted protocol is used in place of a validated generic SV protocol. One issue is whether the validation of the SPO-adapted protocol has to be entirely reassessed. Another is whether the impact on confidence in survivability can be determined through analysis and extrapolation, using in large part the results of the generic SV protocol assessment, or if a new and independent assessment must be performed on the SPO-adapted protocol.
The analytical approach, where the protocol is broken down into its component parts and analyzed for soundness and logical consistency, is a practical approach and one that can be technically sound. It is practical especially at the higher levels, where testing in real environments is not possible. This analytical approach would involve selected testing to help resolve uncertainties and to explore survivability issues associated with new technologies. It would also apply existing test results from various levels of integration. The analytic approach should be supported by hybrid simulations which can afford proof tests that are partly empirical, partly analytical. Both man-in-the-loop and hardware-in-the-loop hybrid simulations should be considered. Of course, these hybrid simulations themselves will require validation and will necessarily involve many simplifications and fidelity limitations.
it is important to minimize uncertainties associated with all of the tools that comprise the SV protocols, as these can result in systems that are not survivable to the threat, or in overdesigned systems (i.e., with excessive safety margins) with associated penalties in cost, schedule, weight, and volume.
Specific validation issues for the protocol component tools include the following:
(1) Analyses and simulations: The validation question is whether the analytic models and computer simulations are valid. Are the models based on correct physics, are they accurate and experimentally verified, and are they sufficiently high fidelity representations of the real world? Where the program manager is relying on some set of codes to demonstrate that his system is hard, are these codes themselves validated? Are additional tests needed to validate specific analytic models?
(2) "Approved" techniques: It may still be necessary to directly demonstrate through a test that a technique really does provide hardness. Also, in some cases the underlying physics may need to be re-examined in the light of new information or new technology. For example, the technique may have been approved for technologies that have changed, or new data may have been acquired which necessitates reexamination of an existing technique. Another possibility is that there may now be better ways of achieving the required hardness.
(3) Tests: A given simulator may be approved or valid for some uses, but it can be incorrectly or inappropriately used. In other words, the utilization of the facility also needs validation. Tests at physical simulators will be important parts of SV protocols at the system element level and below. At the sys 4 .m element and systemof-systems levels of integration, due to their spatially dispe" •ed nature, "threat" does not just mean an environment, but a range of enemy engagement capabilities. Validation tests in the form of hybrid simulations can be useful at these higher levels of integration.
AGT/UGT/threat correlation studies currently being actively pursued by both DNA and DOE are important to protocol validation for several reasons. This work establishes the connection between AGT and threat; hence it validates AGT techniques. The AGT/UGT correlation establishes the validity of the analytic techniques and models that are applied within the SV protocol to demonstrate survivability. By being able to trace the correlation through the models, it is demonstrated that the underlying effects and phenomena are in fact understood, and the hardening methods based on them are valid. The AGT/UGTlthreat correlation studies also shows where proof tests can be done with AGTs rather than UGTs.
SV protocol validation will probably be done with a combination of the analytical and empirical approaches. We have shown that the analytical approach may involve selected tests to validate specific tools or methods within the protocol, and that this analytical approach can be effective for all levels of integration. It tends to become relatively more important at higher levels of integration, where strictly empirical demonstrations are impossible or impractical (although computer simulations and hybrid simulations can and should be used). The analytical approach will for the most part involve looking at whether the protocols are logically consistent in view of what we know about the relevant physical processes involved in nuclear effects. This is a familiar situation by no means unique to survivability. There are many precedents where procedures and steps to follow to accomplish something are not really proved through direct experimental proof, but are well thought through and are shown to be at IE-dAt consistent with what we know. This will provide program managers and acquisition authorities with confidence that the SV protocols really accomplish what they advertise, and that the system that passes all of the steps really is survivable with known confidence.
